CASE PROCEDURE

1. **fortec technician delivers the laser**
   - Our ForTec technician and CATALYS® laser arrive at your facility and the technician unloads the laser.

2. **catalys® laser install**
   - Our ForTec technician installs the CATALYS® laser in your procedure room or operating room.

3. **laser calibration**
   - Once the technician installs the laser, they will then calibrate the laser to prepare for the next day’s cases.

4. **technician arrives 90 minutes prior to start of cases**
   - Upon arrival, our technician will enter all the treatment plans for the day’s cases. The technician will also bring all needed liquid optics interfaces (LOIs) needed for the day.

5. **technician supports surgeon**
   - During the cases, your ForTec technician will operate the CATALYS® and assist the surgeon, helping your day run efficiently.

6. **laser removed from facility**
   - On completion of all cases, the ForTec technician removes the laser safely from your facility.
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